FEAST OF GLAZE
1. ACIDIC LECTURE
See the rise of passages on
Reasons all around you haven’t
Fever is a long time coming
Reach upon the sun along the
Strike of reservations into
Come upon the apex of a dream
Rivers all in colored times
Saving all the scattered dreams
Daylight approaches quickly
And it can’t find itself anywhere in there
I think I’ve lost it
I think I’ve lost what I was looking for inside the big mend
I think I’ve lost what I was looking for
I think I lost what I was looking for
Cast a line into the apex
Feel the warmth of distant stars I
Know of nothing in the world of
Living that will satisfy me
Leave it now I cannot see it
Lifting life from incidental dreams
Rivers all in colored times
Saving all the scattered dreams

2. CASUAL FRONTLINE
There’s a world of pleasure
In a wind up place
In a land of leisures
There’s a piece of hate
Seek a nation heaven
Gonna be there too
With a bird of giving
In beside the truth
Get down
Rest
Get down
And move
There’s a seventh nation
Causes life to spend
Apples out of headstones
Cabins in my head
If a dog was hissing
If a snake could bark
We could see the living
Live inside the dark
Get down
Rest
Get down
And move

3. ENIGMATIC POLE
Oh, live a bright one fine
The finest things in life
Live it to it’s time
The finest feeling life
Pulling down to be
The finest things in life
Pull it down and see
The wonder of our
Life, hold hands a little bit
Life, don’t live it lonely
Wind, you see it nothing
Cry, on being only
Oh, light a brighter fire
Finer things in life
Watch the flames go higher
The reason of our lives
Put a spark into
The finer things in life
Bit of wander through
The finer bit of
Life, hold hands a little bit
Life, don’t live it lonely
Wind, you see it nothing
Cry, on being only

4. GRACIOUS PLUTARCH
Inside a purple hemlock
Was said to be a gridlock
As summer teaches us to play
Whisper in love to time, whisper in love to time
( You my mother, you my father, you my everlasting rain)
You are my desperation
You are the sustination
You have a glimmer days gone by
Whisper in love to time, whisper in love to time
( You my mother, you my father, you my everlasting rain)
Inside my feelings you grow
And then I see that you know
You can’t escape the feeling fine
Whisper in love to time, whisper in love to time
( You my mother, you my father, you my everlasting rain)
Now catch a simple pleasure
Instead a deadly wanton
If I could spell you’d be amazed
Whisper in love to time, whisper in love to time
( You my mother, you my father, you my everlasting rain)
A flood of epic neighbors
Inscribed upon the table
A voice of rust appears inside
Whisper in love to time, whisper in love to time
( You my mother, you my father, you my everlasting rain)
Combine an easy retro
Below the eyes of shadows
A rain of black inspires my life
Whisper in love to time, whisper in love to time
( You my mother, you my father, you my everlasting rain)

5. KARMIC ROSE
Shadow in the midday on my knees
Find yourself another means of appease
Find it in the rows of thorns that grows
See the walls they move and then they flow
Hey the road is where it needs to be
A crime wave, you see me
Decent love, you feed me
A crib boat, of a sea
Acid trip, don’t find me
A point you haven’t seen a bit
Crashing through the doorways of our brain
Take another limpet from the rock
Take another sack into the deep black sea
A crime wave, you see me
Decent love, you feed me
A crib boat, of a sea
Acid trip, don’t find me
Challenges are marked with empty twine
Sees a pass among a temple scraping
Every man has nothing but to come
Into lives of webs among our scurvy
A crime wave, you see me
Decent love, you feed me
A crib boat, of a sea
Acid trip, don’t find me

6. MEASURED NUISANCE
Life in the city, come my sins
Take in misery in license
Fall toll bell about a sea
Demonstrate in all the licenses, licenses be
Reservations all are meaningless
Reservations into seas
Nothing reasoned into wisdom
Nothing altered in to sea
Call all listen all to wisdom
All in all the dove to sea
And a wall go down to me
Follow in tide out to vision
Follow inside out to be
Follow in the mind of desperation
Follow inside out with me
And symbolize it
And symbolize it
And symbolize it

7. OPULANT CRYPT
You see me dying
Wandering in a hand
Mind in an eye
All in a hand
Face in the sun
Wind in the meadow
Eyes to the sun
Face to the meadow
When face in the flowers
Weeping the rain
War is an hour
Beat in the same
Recon anoint him
Say that you will
Give and anoint him

8. QUICKER STATION
I’ve got the maddest quicker station
I’ve got the wildest non MC
To see a vision of a mansion
Climbing stairs to wander be
I’ve got nothing in my system
I’ve got stones to throw at you
Time of simple desperation
To roll a stone uphill in view
I don’t want to be in sentimental wars
I just want you burned instead of talking more
Say the simple mind of nations
Say that simple every day
Stifle knowledge of equations
Stifle everyone who stays
I don’t wonder if it says hard
I don’t wonder if it burns
I just wonder if it changes
I can’t measure it in turns
I don’t want to be in sentimental wars
I just want you burned instead of talking more

9. RIGHTOUS MARKS
Closing all the windows opens all the doors
Sealing all the entries deeming if it’s time
If you have a simple thing that you want to do
Cannot find a measure, cannot find a lieu
If you have a window then you have the time
Rolling on a carpet, saving this in spare
Cannot have you saving, then you come and go
Walk along the train tracks, silver ribbons flow
If you have a bird that falls upon the wall
You will see a picture melt into the hall
Then you see the pimples growing on your face
In into the mirror, that’s the human race
Save a plastic image, save it while it grows
Never see an image that is nothing known
If you have a fever and you feel it fine
Then you know another won’t it melt the mind

10. SCATTERED BLIND
Give it a rest, give it time
Pour it out of a liquid brine
Lose a life, lose a leg
Everyone sees in an old man’s life
Give it a rhyme, give it a rest
Bugs don’t float on a feast of glaze
Move on in, cool it right
Everyone sees it’s a cooler night
Scattered
Scattered blind
Days of marks, days of good
Searching the reeds for the legs of wood
Do you see, hear it call
Into a shell of a cockerel’s ball
Bend it right into shape
Taking the cover from a leg rope grape
Share the bed, kick the sheets
Way too hot for a piece of meat
Scattered
Scattered blind
Scattered
Scattered fate
Scattered
Scattered blind

11. TEXTURED MAGIC
Lucky little lady and the shares of balls with bowls
Sense of direction, sense of another roll
Dig it up duly, take it up nothing in the way
Judas Iscariot, nothing in wall do pain
Oh, is it slow
Oh, is it slow
Feed the circles, find them on the walls
Jezebel comes and sees them climbing walls
Judas winds up with a clock of time
Colors spinning, spinning in your mind
Oh, is it slow
Oh, is it slow
Find a river flowing blood inside
Take it slowly, take it for a ride
Never seen the hallways coming near
Roads of wonder come within your ear
Oh, is it slow
Oh, is it slow

